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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Reconstruction of 3D trees from incomplete point clouds is a
challenging issue due to their large variety and natural geometric
complexity. In this paper, we develop a novel method to eﬀectively model trees from a single laser scan. First, coarse tree
skeletons are extracted by utilizing the L1-median skeleton to
compute the dominant direction of each point and the local
point density of the point cloud. Then we propose a data completion scheme that guides the compensation for missing data. It is
an iterative optimization process based on the dominant direction
of each point and local point density. Finally, we present a
L1-minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm to reﬁne tree skeletons from the optimized point cloud, which integrates the advantages of both L1-median skeleton and MST algorithms. The
proposed method has been validated on various point clouds
captured from single laser scans. The experiment results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness and robustness of our method for coping
with complex shapes of branching structures and occlusions.
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1. Introduction
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) technology now provides dense and accurate 3D point
clouds of objects from which shape geometry or topology can be derived. Eﬀective 3D
tree reconstruction from TLS point clouds is thus an important research topic (Iovan
et al. 2008, Dorigo et al. 2010, Yao and Wei 2013). It is also a challenging task since both
missing data and noise are inevitable due to data acquisition via laser scanner. Many
state-of-the-art methods have been proposed to reconstruct a wide variety of tree
structures (Raumonen et al. 2013, Hackenberg et al. 2014, Calders et al. 2015). A natural
approach to tree modeling is to ﬁrst reconstruct tree skeletons, and then apply further
geometry completion through predeﬁned rules and heuristics (Livny et al. 2010). In
terms of the skeleton-based 3D tree modeling, extracting tree skeletons from point
clouds is one of the most important steps. Complex structures, severe occlusions, and
wide variations in trees present diﬃculties for existing methods to accurately reconstruct
the tree skeletal shape and topology. Therefore, extracting high-quality tree skeletons
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from imperfect point clouds remains a central and challenging problem in the tree
reconstruction domain.
Our method focuses more on the topological correctness than on the geometrical
accuracy of the 3D tree reconstruction. In order to recover missing data more reasonably, we propose to integrate the point density of local regions and the dominant
direction of each point into the completion process. More speciﬁcally, inspired by the
superiority of the L1-median skeleton algorithm (Huang et al. 2013), by which the curve
skeletons can be extracted directly from raw point clouds without prior assumptions on
the shape geometry or topology, we propose a method to eﬃciently extract tree
skeletons from incomplete TLS point clouds, where the core technique is to consider
both branch dominant direction and local point density in our optimization. The method
can also handle trees subject to many human interventions, for example, those in urban
parklands.

2. Related work
Many curve skeleton extraction approaches operate on complete mesh models. Verroust
and Lazarus (2000) utilized the length of edges in a spanning tree to cluster the points
and extracted skeletal curves from an unorganized collection of scattered points.
Runions et al. (2007) extended the open leaf venation model (Runions et al. 2005) to
3D, and grew skeletal structures within tree envelopes by using points as local attractors.
Bucksch and Lindenbergh (2008, 2009) divided points into octree cells, and created
curve skeletons by connecting local extractions in adjacent cells. Their method can
process a large number of point clouds in linear time complexity. Yet, the quality of
the tree modeling results is often aﬀected by the varying point densities. Lin and
Hyyppa (2012) explored multiecho-recording mobile laser scanning for improving individual tree crown reconstruction via a mobile mapping system equipped with LiDAR.
To model main branches from incomplete tree point clouds, Xu et al. (2007) developed a heuristic-based approach, in which general knowledge of tree structure is
utilized to generate tree meshes and then small twigs and leaves are synthetically
added to form the crown geometry. However, detailed knowledge about the structure
of various tree species is not always available. Based on light scattering properties
obtained from scanned sample intensities, Côté et al. (2009) synthesized minor tree
and leaf geometry. Although their method is relatively insensitive to occlusions, it
requires labor-intensive parameterization. Later, TLS point clouds are combined with
tree-level structural attributes (Côté et al. 2012) to reproduce more accurate branch
structures and foliage spatial distributions. In the method of Livny et al. (2010), the
foliage with a number of leaf clusters is distributed in the tree crown. Tiny twigs and
leaves inside these clusters are created procedurally. Although the method is robust to
noise, it is not ﬂexible enough to describe branch dominant directions, and thus is
unable to handle point clouds with large regions of missing data.
To cope with signiﬁcant missing data, Tagliasacchi et al. (2009) used point normal
information at each point to compensate for missing data, and then extracted curve
skeletons based on a local cylindrical prior. However, point normals are usually unavailable or diﬃcult to obtain from a raw point cloud. Aimed at this, the L1-median algorithm
was applied directly to extract curve skeletons from incomplete point clouds (Huang
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et al. 2013). Although this method does not require prior assumptions on the shape
geometry or topology, it is diﬃcult to generate precise tree skeletons from incomplete
point clouds because of the natural complexity of the trees. For generating accurate 3D
tree models from incomplete point clouds, the reﬁned bounding cylinders are used
iteratively to capture branches. The performance of this method not only largely
depends on ﬁtting 3D shapes to the input data but also is sensitive to occlusions.
A hybrid approach which is adaptive to inhomogeneous point clouds was employed
to reconstruct 3D trees (Aiteanu and Klein 2014). In densely sampled regions, the
principal curvatures are applied to generate the skeleton of the branches, whereas in
sparsely sampled regions a spanning tree-based algorithm is used to extract skeletons.
The spanning tree-based algorithm often generates misconnections in neighboring
branches. Zhang et al. (2014) presented a data-driven method for modeling tree from
a single laser scan. The visible branches are constructed by using a cylinder matching
algorithm, and non-visible branches are synthesized by a hierarchical particle ﬂow. This
method can reconstruct the branch structures in the regions of missing data. Wang et al.
(2014) proposed a structure-aware global optimization (SAGO) method to model trees
from incomplete TLS datasets. They ﬁrst extracted the approximate tree skeleton by
utilizing a distance minimum spanning tree (DMst) algorithm and then computed the
stretching directions of the branches. Based on these stretching directions, the SAGO
recovers missing data by employing a global optimization approach. Afterwards, the
DMst was reapplied to obtain the reﬁned tree skeleton from the optimized data. This
method can eﬀectively reconstruct 3D tree models from incomplete TLS point clouds.
Nevertheless, the optimized point cloud of the twigs often becomes very diﬀuse which
aﬀects the reconstruction performance. To overcome the diﬃculty, the points in the
regions with high point density should move to the regions with sparse points whereas
the points in the regions with low point density should not move far away from their
original positions (Wang et al. 2016). Moreover, points should not be moved along the
direction of the incorrect skeleton lines or moving far away to form incorrect branches.

3. Overview of our methodology
The framework of our method is shown in Figure 1. Speciﬁcally, coarse tree skeletons are
ﬁrst extracted from the input point cloud by utilizing the L1-median algorithm.
Meanwhile, the dominant direction of each point and local point density of the point
cloud are computed. Then, a data completion scheme is developed to recover missing
data. It is an iterative optimization process that takes both dominant direction and point
density into account. The optimized point cloud is merged with the input point cloud to
form a new point set as the input of the next iteration. Also, the dominant direction of
each point and local point density are recomputed for the new point set. The data
completion scheme is reapplied to the new input point cloud and this process is
repeated until a suﬃciently accurate tree skeleton is generated. Next, we present a L1minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm to reﬁne tree skeletons from the optimized
point cloud, which integrates the advantages of both L1-median skeleton and MST
algorithms. Finally, the radius of every node on the skeleton is computed so that the
skeleton can be expanded into a real 3D tree model.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed approach.

(i) A novel framework for reconstructing 3D trees from a TLS point cloud is developed. The framework makes the modeling results robust to noise and missing
data. Moreover, it allows for uniﬁed processing of multiple trees of diﬀerent
types without pre-segmentation.
(ii) A data completion scheme is proposed to recover regions of missing data. It is a
dominant direction and point density-aware iterative optimization process without heavy parameter tuning. The process provides a better overall approximation of the tree branches compared with the optimization reported in Wang
et al. (2014).
(iii) A L1-MST algorithm that integrates the advantages of the L1-median and the
MST is presented to extract ﬁne tree skeletons from TLS point clouds. The
skeleton extraction makes no prior assumptions on the shape geometry or
topology.

4. Point cloud optimization
TLS tree point cloud data is generally incomplete and noisy due to severe occlusions
caused by the objects in front of trees or self-occlusion. It is diﬃcult to derive the real
structures of the branches in regions of missing data. To achieve accurate tree skeletons,
the key is to complete the raw point cloud. Based on the dominant direction of each
point and the local point density, we develop an iterative optimization algorithm to
recover the missing data and obtain more complete data. Figure 2 shows the optimization of an incomplete tree point cloud with large missing data. The dominant direction
of each point and local point density can be computed from the input data by employing the L1-median.
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Figure 2. The optimization of an incomplete tree point cloud. (a) The raw point cloud. (b) The
optimized point cloud.

4.1. Extraction of coarse tree skeletons
In this section, we apply the L1-median (Huang et al. 2013) to extract the coarse tree
skeletons from the input point
 clouds.

Given a set of points Q ¼ qj j2J , we use Equation (1) to obtain tree skeletons that
result in an optimal set of projected points X ¼ fxi gi2I .
arg min
X

XX
 

xi  qj θðxi  qj Þ þ RðXÞ;
i2I

(1)

j2J

where the ﬁrst term is the position of L1-median in Q; the second term R(X) is a
regularization term that adds a repulsion force when a skeleton branch is formed locally.
I is the set of the projected points X, and J indexes the set of the input points Q. A fast
2
2
decaying smooth function θðrÞ ¼ er =ðh=2Þ deﬁnes the weight and the support radius h
which is the size of the local neighborhood for L1-median construction.
We deﬁne the directionality degree of xi within a local neighborhood to describe the
distribution of the point set.
σi ¼ σðxi Þ ¼

λ2i
;
λ0i þ λ1i þ λ2i

(2)

where the eigenvalues λ0i  λ1i  λ2i form an orthogonal frame that is the principal
component of the point set. σi approaches to 1 which means λ0i and λ1i are smaller
compared to λ2i . Therefore, the more points around xi are aligned along a branch.
We start from an initial set of the
sample points that are contracted based on an
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
initial neighborhood size h0 ¼ 2dbb = j Jj, where dbb is the diagonal length of the input
Q’s bounding box, and |J| is the number of points in Q. Then we employ the directionality degree measure σ in Equation (2) to conﬁrm whether a point is labeled as the
branch point after the contraction. We compute σi for all non-branch points xi. If σi>0.9,
xi is considered as a candidate of the branch point since the points in the neighborhood
of xi are well-aligned skeleton-wise.
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To identify branch points from these candidates, we set a seed point x0 that has the
largest value σ. We then trace from it to the nearby candidates along the dominant Principal
Component Analysis direction. The tracing
stops when there is no candidate in the
 process
!; x
!Þ  0:9; i ¼    ; 1; 0; 1;    . The
local neighborhood satisfying with cos ﬀðx
x
x
i i1 i iþ1
procedure repeats from a new seed with the largest σ among the remaining candidates
until all candidates are processed.
The neighborhood size gradually increases while we ﬁx the branch points that may
result in skeleton branches being disconnected. To solve this problem, we select the
bridge points at both ends of an identiﬁed skeleton branch. If two bridge points appear
in a neighborhood, and the angle between the corresponding skeleton branches is
larger than 155°, the branches are connected. If there are more than two bridge points
in a neighborhood, we connect the corresponding branches to the midpoint of these
bridge points. As a result, the branches extracted under diﬀerent neighborhood sizes are
connected, and a coarse tree skeleton is formed.

4.2. Dominant directions and density of points
To obtain accurate skeletons from the incomplete tree point cloud, we need to deﬁne
the dominant direction of each point to guide the movement of points along the
corresponding branches.
In general, connections of the branches in the above obtained skeleton are incorrect
in a few regions. Most of the generated skeleton lines are similar to real branches. Thus
we use skeleton points to compute the dominant direction of each point. For a point
and its nearest neighborhood which are both on the skeleton, the direction from the
point, which is closer to the root node, to the other one is regarded as the dominant
direction of the two skeleton points.
The dominant directions of the points in the raw point cloud are derived through the
dominant directions of the skeleton points. We obtain the k-nearest neighbors of a
skeleton point i from the raw point cloud. The dominant directions of the k points in the
raw point cloud are the same as the dominant direction of i. Figure 3 illustrates the

Figure 3. The dominant directions of points. The yellow nodes are skeleton points. The red, brown,
purple nodes are raw points (diﬀerent colors represent nearest points of diﬀerent skeleton points).
The green line represents dominant direction.
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dominant directions of the points. The yellow points i, j, and k are skeleton points. The
red, brown, and purple ones are the points in the point cloud. The six nearest red points
of i have the same dominant direction as i, that is, i points to j.
Similar to the distance weight function θ in Equation (1), we deﬁne the following
equation to represent the local weight density dj of each point.
X
2
2
ekqj qj0 k =ðh0 =2Þ ;
(3)
dj ¼ 1 þ
j0 2Jnf jg

where h0 is the initial smallest radius.

4.3. Point cloud optimization
We overlay the input point cloud with the skeleton points obtained by using L1-median to
form a new input point cloud. In the input point cloud, the dominant direction of each point
and the local point density are estimated. Then new skeleton points are created by employing the following optimization algorithm. The optimized skeleton points overlapped with
the input point cloud are used to regenerate an input dataset. Afterwards, the dominant
direction of each point and local point density are recomputed to replace the previous ones.
The data completion scheme is then reapplied to the new dataset. This process is repeated
until the regions of missing data are ﬁlled with points.
Similar with the method of Wang et al. (2016), the force to the point cloud and the
constraint for contracting the original point cloud toward the skeleton are added to the
optimization process. The repulsive force Fr(i) and constraint force Fs(i) to recover regions
of missing data is introduced to implement the above procedure:
X
(4)
arg min
kFr ðiÞ þ λFsðiÞk2 ;
i 2 point cloud

where λ is a parameter to balance the two forces, and ||.|| denotes the norm of a
vector.
If point i is not a skeleton point, then
X
Fr ðiÞ ¼
fr  d j
(5)
j 2 Ωi

Fs ðiÞ ¼ dmax ðiÞ  ½ðUi  Pi Þ þ φðPsi  Pi Þ:
If i is a skeleton point, we have
Fr ðiÞ ¼

X

fr

(6)

(7)

j 2 Ωi

Fs ðiÞ ¼ Ui  Pi ;
P P

(8)
P

i
j
 Oi  expð Pi  Pj Þ=
expð Pi  Pj Þ, Oi is the dominant
jPi Pj j
j2Ωi
direction of i, Ui is the original location of i, Pi, and Pj represent the locations of i and j
after the optimization, Psi represents the location of the skeleton point corresponding to
Pi, and dj represents the point density of j. φ represents the ratio between the

where fr ¼ Oi T 
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contraction to the skeleton points and toward the original points. dmax(i) represents the
highest density of the neighboring points at i, which actually controls the size of the
constraint force. During the optimization process, the points in the positions with high
density should move to the positions with low point density whereas points in the
positions with low density should not move far away from their original positions.
Compared to the average point density d of neighboring points around i, dmax(i)
prevents points on an incorrect twig from being expanded to form a wrong branch.
To prevent points from moving far away or moving along the direction of the incorrect
skeleton, we constrain the points to move very short distance during the optimization
process. The point cloud is reﬁned iteratively and the process does not stop until an
accurate tree model is obtained.

5. Reﬁnement of tree skeletons
In this section, we propose the L1-MST algorithm to obtain the ﬁne tree skeletons.

5.1. L1-Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
During extraction of the tree skeletons, L1-median uses the neighborhood radius to
connect the bridge points at both ends of the branches. That is, if a bridge point falls
into the neighborhood radius of another bridge point, the two bridge points are
connected each other. However, the iterative contraction of L1-median will stop if the
sample points become skeleton points, that is, the sample points have connected with
other points. Some branch skeletons are not connected at the moment (see Figure 4(b)).
Thus, L1-median cannot accurately describe the local spatial distribution of tree points.
As a result, the extracted skeletons are lack of details and some of twigs are often
missing.
The MST is a spanning tree in which the sum of the edge weights is no larger than
those of any other spanning trees so that the short edges are ﬁrst connected. The main
advantage of the MST is that it can preserve the local spatial structure of the point cloud.
However, the MST is sensitive to noise. As shown in the red rectangles in Figure 4(c), it is
observed that there are some incorrect topological relationships among the branches in
the generated tree skeleton by using the MST.
In this paper, we develop a new algorithm, termed L1-MST algorithm, that integrates
advantages of the L1-median and MST to extract ﬁne tree skeletons from the optimized
point cloud (Figure 4(d)). The steps of the L1-MST algorithm are as follows:
(i) L1-median is applied to extract the tree skeleton from the optimized point cloud.
Then we obtain the skeleton points SL1, skeleton edges UL1, and root node. The
skeleton points SL1 are overlaid with the optimized point cloud to form a new
input point cloud O.
(ii) In order to repair the unconnected edges in UL1, we ﬁnd out the certain points in
the optimized point cloud, and put them into SL1. Then we obtain their connectivity with the skeleton points by using the MST.
(iii) To ensure the weight sum of all edges is the smallest, and the weight sum of the
edges from each point to the root node is the smallest in the L1-MST, the points
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Figure 4. Extraction of the tree skeleton using diﬀerent algorithms. (a) The tree point cloud. (b) The
tree skeleton extracted by the L1-median. Some of branches are not connected. (c) The tree skeleton
extracted using the MST, which preserves more local spatial features of the branches, but introduces
incorrect topologies. (d) The tree skeleton extracted through our method.

in the optimized point cloud that can be put into SL1 will be satisﬁed with the
following conditions: As shown in Equation (9), the distance dij between two
points i and j in O or SL1 is taken as the weight of their edge. The distance dij
between a point i in the skeleton points and a point j in O is taken as the weight
of their edge. The distance dij between two skeleton points i and j divided by c is
taken as the weight of their edge, which can ensure the edge between two
skeleton points remains unchanged. By using Equation (10), we obtain the new
skeleton points Ps from Q which can connect with UL1.
8
dij =c i; j 2 SL1
>
>
<
dij
i; j 2 Q
;
wði; jÞ ¼
d
i
2
SL1 ; j 2 Q
>
ij
>
:
dij i 2 Q; 2 SL1

(9)

where c is a constant for controlling the edges between two points in SL1.
arg minx2Q

X

 X
wa;b þ wa;x þ wb;x þ
wMST ð xÞ;

(10)

a;b2SL1

where wa,b is the weight of the edge between skeleton points a and b; wa,x is the
weight of the edge between a and point x in O; and wb,x is the weight of the edge
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between b and x. wMST(x) is the weight sum of all edges from x to the root node
obtained by using the MST.
(iv) The points in Ps are pushed into SL1. Thus, we obtain the complete skeleton points
SL1-MST and skeleton edges UL1-MST. Finally, the outliers are removed from SL1-MST, and
we can get the ﬁnal tree skeleton.

5.2. Smoothing of tree skeletons
The tree skeleton obtained using the L1-MST algorithm holds the connection relationship among branches, but the extension of the tree branches is not natural. We need
to smooth these tree branches so that they conform to the natural extension of the
real branches. A Laplacian-based contraction process works well in obtaining a skeleton from the mesh (Tagliasacchi et al. 2009). Here we also use such a process to
smooth the extracted skeleton. To keep them reﬂecting the tree shape and structure
correctly, the point cloud should contract toward the tree skeleton along the dominant
direction of the branch segment. L which is the Laplace operator used in this paper is
represented by Equation (11). This process can reduce the disturbance of the noise in
the original points.
8
dði;jÞ
 ðcot θi þ cot θj Þ
if ði; jÞ 2 E
ij ¼ e
<ω
Pk
Lij ¼
(11)
 ωik
if i ¼ j ;
: ði;kÞ 2 E
0
otherwise
where Lij is an element of L; i, j, and k are three points on the tree; θi is the angle
between edge (i, j) and the line connecting i with the projection of i on the corresponding skeleton line; θj is the angle between edge (i, j) and the line connecting j with the
projection of j on the corresponding skeleton line; d(i, j) is the distance between i and j.
Figure 5 illustrates θi and θj. E is the set of edges; if i and j belong to the same segment
or two adjacent branch segments, an edge is added to them. In Equation (11), if θi is
close to zero, ωij enlarges quickly and i can be quickly shrunken. Here, the points are
contracted to the skeleton points. To deﬁne the one-ring neighbors, we also project the
points connecting with i on the plane whose normal vector from the projection of i to j.

Figure 5. θi and θj in Equation (11). (a) Points i and j belong to the same skeleton line (b) i and j
belong to diﬀerent skeleton lines.
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Then we use the Laplacian-based contraction process similar with the method of
Tagliasacchi et al. (2009). The procedure is repeated for several iterations before the
points become the skeleton points.
Equation (12) is solved to derive the skeleton points.
WL L 0
0
;
V ¼
WH V
WH

(12)

where WL and WH are diagonal matrices; WL controls the smoothness, and WH
controls the similarity to the original points; the value of the ith diagonal element of
WL is deﬁned as WL,i while the value of the ith diagonal element of WH is deﬁned as WH,i;
V’ is the contracted point cloud, and V is the original one.
Because the Laplacian-based contraction can smooth the juts, the points at the end
of twigs are contracted to disappear. We decrease the smoothness weight of the points
at these positions in WL. Compared with the points which are not at the end of twigs,
the points at the end of twigs usually protrude over surrounding points. Therefore, if i is
one of these points, the sum of angles of the dominant direction of i and the directions
of the lines between i and its surrounding points is small. Based on this, the value of WL
is deﬁned in Equation (13).
X
X
WL;i ¼
sin θ2  expðdði; jÞÞ=
expðdði; jÞÞ;
(13)
j2Ω
i

j2Ωi

where Ωi is the set of points adjacent to point i in E; θ2 is the angle between edge (i, j)
and the dominant direction of i.
Figure 6(b) shows the smoothed result of a tree skeleton using the above smoothing
process. We notice that the smoothed tree skeleton is more natural and consistent with
the extension of the real tree branches.

Figure 6. Smoothing a tree skeleton. (a) The original tree skeleton. (b) The smoothed tree skeleton.
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Finally, we compute the radii of trunks and branches using the method of Wang et al.
(2014), and thus the smoothed tree skeletons are expanded into 3D tree models.

6. Experimental results
We perform both qualitative and quantitative evaluations of our method on several tree
TLS point clouds. To further validate the performance of our method, we also compare
our method with the related state-of-the-art approaches, such as the methods of Livny
et al. (2010), Huang et al. (2013), and Wang et al. (2014). In some ﬁgures of Section 6.1,
zoom-ins of tree branches or skeletons are utilized to magnify ﬁne geometric detail, so
that the readers can easily recognize the diﬀerences of the branch reconstructions.
The used point clouds have been captured by RIEGL LMS-Z360 and RIEGL LMS-Z620
scanners in a single scan. Since all the trees were scanned during the early spring and
winter seasons, they contained relatively few leaves that consequently did not completely occlude the branches and twigs.

6.1. Qualitative evaluations
Figure 7 compares the tree skeletons extracted from an inhomogeneous point cloud by
employing diﬀerent approaches. The left side of the tree faces the scanner, so the points
are dense, and the points in the right side are sparse and noisy due to self-occlusion. In
the two tree point clouds shown in Figure 8, the amount of missing data is large. In
Figure 9, the tree point cloud has more signiﬁcant missing data (red rectangles of
Figure 9(a)), and the branch sizes and shapes vary greatly. Compared with the other
three methods, our method is more robust to noise and point nonuniformity since it
consolidates the point cloud through the dominant direction and point density-based
optimization process, and the L1-MST can derive the correct connections among the
branches from the optimized point cloud.
To further evaluate the robustness of our method to missing data, we removed a
subset of points from a complete dataset. For example, the red box of Figure 10(a)
illustrates that a subset is manually deleted from the complete point cloud in Figure 10
(e). From zoom-ins in Figure 10(g), it is noted that the reconstructed tree shown in
Figure 10(b) is very similar to the one in Figure 10(f) and the branches in the region of
missing data are consistent, whereas in the region of missing data, the tree skeletons
produced by the methods of Livny et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2014) have some wrong
geometries. It demonstrates that the presented optimization process has the ability to
recover large missing data.
To highlight the robustness of our method to extraction of the ﬁne tree skeletons
with complex topologies among branches, the L1-MST is used to extract the skeleton of
a tree with dense branches and complex structures from the point cloud (Figure 11(a)).
In general, the skeleton obtained using the method of Wang et al. (2014) preserves the
global spatial structure of the tree correctly, but in some regions the connections among
branches are wrong (see the red rectangles in Figure 11(c)). The skeleton obtained using
our method can keep the branch structures well (red rectangles of Figure 11(d)).
Our method can also precisely model multiple trees from an imperfect point cloud.
Figure 12(a) shows the point cloud of three trees with leaf crowns scanned far from the
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Figure 7. Reconstruction of a tree with nonuniform point density. (a) The raw point cloud. (b)
Photograph of the tree. (c) The tree skeleton obtained using L1-median (Huang et al. 2013). (d) The
tree skeleton obtained using our method. (e) The tree skeleton obtained using the method of Livny
et al. (2010). (f) The tree skeleton obtained using the method of Wang et al. (2014).

scanner. The crowns of the three trees are thick, and the relationships among branches
are complicated. Moreover, stripped regions of the missing data appear on their crowns.
In addition, self-occlusions are serious as shown in the red boxes of Figure 12(e).
Compared with the results in Figure 12(b–c), our method can accurately reconstruct
the tree. In Figure 12(b), the branch shape from the bottom left to the upper right is
aﬀected by the missing data, but the connection of the branch is still retained correctly,
whereas the branches are not reconstructed in Figure 12(d).
To further validate the performance of our method, we model the trees from the
point cloud of a large urban environment. Figure 13(a) illustrates the point cloud of an
urban scene containing buildings and people (see the photograph in Figure 13(b)). The
main diﬃculty for modeling the trees in a large urban environment is data quality. Large
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Figure 8. Reconstruction of 3D trees from an even more incomplete point cloud. The ﬁrst column
shows the raw tree point cloud. The second column shows the 3D tree models reconstructed using
our method. The third column shows the 3D tree models reconstructed using the method of Wang
et al. (2014).

distances between the scanner and scanned objects also imply low precision or high
level of noise. As a result, the captured point cloud typically exhibits signiﬁcant missing
data due to occlusion, as well as uneven point density. The whole scene contains 22
trees composed of 1,173,621 points, and the computational time for modeling them is
26 min. The 3D tree models are shown in Figure 13(c). From Figure 13(b–c), it is noted
that the structures and stretching directions of the branches in each modeled tree are
retained well.

6.2. Quantitative evaluations
We quantitatively compare the performance of our method with those of the methods
of Livny et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2014).
We ﬁrst simulate point clouds by the virtual scanning and reconstruct the corresponding tree models. In the simulation process, we set the point light source as a
TLS simulator to resample the tree models where the scanner can be seen as a point
light source. The TLS simulator is located at the same position as the real scanner
would have been placed in the real world, and illuminates the target with the same
horizontal and vertical angle spacing as the real scanner. Consequently, the
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Figure 9. Modeling of a tree with a large amount of missing data. (a) The raw point cloud. (b) The
tree model obtained using our method. (c) The 3D tree model obtained using the method of Wang
et al. (2014). (d) The tree model obtained using the method of Livny et al. (2010). (e) Photograph of
the tree. (f) Zoom-in of the branches in the blue rectangle in (e).

intersection points between the light ray and the tree model are the resampled point
cloud. We use Ref-T to denote the point cloud resampled from the tree model
through the process described above.
To validate the robustness and accuracy of our method in dealing with the
incomplete point cloud, we imitate the data missing area by removing points from
the original model. We ﬁrst use the two tree models shown in Figures 9(b) and 10(f)
to obtain Ref-T. Next, the points of some manually selected regions, as shown in the
red boxes in Figures 9(a) and 10(a), are removed from Ref-T, and the rest data of Ref-T
form a new tree model. We use Des-T to denote the point cloud resampled from this
new tree model.
The normalized diﬀerences (Côté et al. 2009) are also used here. They are derived
from the point cloud simulated from new models and the real tree models. In order to
calculate the normalized diﬀerence of points in each voxel, Ref-T and Des-T are discretized in a 3D volume whose voxels are of a 0.2 m side length. Obviously, the smaller
this diﬀerence is, the more similar the two models are. Figure 14 shows the quantitatively performance comparison of our method with those of Wang et al. (2014) and Livny
et al. (2010) by using the normalized diﬀerence between Ref-T and Des-T. It is noted
from these results that the mean values and the standard deviations of the normalized
diﬀerences are all near zero, which shows that Des-T is similar to Ref-T. However, by
comparing the results of Figure 14(a,b), it is clear that the mean values and the standard
deviations of the normalized diﬀerences of the new method are consistently smaller
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Figure 10. Comparisons of the modeling results from a point cloud. (a) The point cloud from which
some points are removed. (b) The tree model reconstructed from the point cloud in (a) using our
method. (c) The tree model reconstructed from the point cloud in (a) using the method of Wang
et al. (2014). (d) The tree model reconstructed from the point cloud in (a) using the method of Livny
et al. (2010). (e) The original point cloud. (f) The tree model reconstructed from the point cloud in (e)
using our method. (g) The zoom-ins of the branches in the rectangles in (b), (c), (d), and (f),
respectively.

than those of Wang et al. (2014). The results illustrated in Figure14(c,d) reﬂect the same
situation. These results clearly validate the higher accuracy of our tree modeling results
in dealing with the missing data.
In the following, the accuracy of the radii of our reconstructed branch sections is
validated. By taking ﬁeld measurements, we have obtained diameter at breast height
(DBH) data for 22 trees. For each tree, the points in the region at a 1.25–1.35 m height
are intentionally removed because the DBH is the diameter measured at 1.3 m above the
ground. The DBH of the experimental data is estimated by using the method of Wang
et al. (2014). As shown in Figure 15, the red line is a diagonal line that indicates an ideal
reconstructed DBH with respect to the measured DBH. The black line is the ﬁtted line,
which indicates the relationship between our reconstructed DBH and measured DBH.
The ﬁtting linear equation y = 0.8009x+6.0174 of the points is close to the diagonal line.
R2 = 0.9135, which means that the measured DBHs are very close to the true DBHs.
Apart from geometric accuracy, we are also, if not more, interested in the topological
correctness. Therefore, we quantitatively evaluate the topological aspects of the reconstructed models. In the tree model, each branch is taken as a node. We ﬁrst label the
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Figure 11. Extraction of the tree skeleton from a point cloud. (a) The tree point cloud. (b)
Photograph of the tree. (c) The tree skeleton extracted using the method of Wang et al. (2014).
(d) The tree skeleton extracted using our method.

nodes according to a certain order, and then those nodes are stored into a 2D array
Edge. If the nodes i and j are connected, Edge [i, j] = 1; otherwise, Edge [i, j] = 0.
Given two arrays Edger and Edges. Edger stores the nodes of the tree model
reconstructed from Ref-T, and EdgeS stores the nodes of the tree model reconstructed
from Des-T. Given two nodes i and j from Edger, we ﬁnd the two nodes k and l that have
the closest spatial positions with i and j in Edges. If the connection relationship of i and j
is diﬀerent from that of k and l, we record it as a topological error. In this way, the size of
the nodes between Edger and Edges with diﬀerent connection relationships can be
computed, thus we can obtain the overall topological error between two tree models.
Figure 16 illustrates the quantitative evaluation for topological correctness. The nodes ir,
jr, kr, and lr in the tree model reconstructed from Ref-T have the closest spatial positions
with is, js, ks, and ls in the tree model reconstructed from Des-T. It is noted that the
connection relationship of ir and jr is similar with that of is and js while the connection
relationship of jr and lr is diﬀerent from that of js and ls, which we take as a topological
error.
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Figure 12. Reconstruction of multiple trees with thick crowns and large occlusions. (a) The raw point
cloud. (b) The 3D tree model obtained using our method. (c) The tree photo. (d) The 3D tree model
obtained using the method of Wang et al. (2014). (e) The point cloud of the left tree viewed from
another location.

From Table 1, it is noted that our reconstructed trees has a higher accuracy. Table 2
lists the topological errors, that is, the percentages of the misconnected nodes among
all nodes, obtained by the three methods. From the table, it is noted that the topological
errors obtained by using our method are the smallest.
We also evaluate the modeling eﬃciency of the proposed method. From Table 3,
it is noted that the computational cost for tree reconstruction depends on the
volume and quality of the input data. In general, the computational cost is less
and acceptable when the number of the input point cloud is not large. For the largescale scene with large regions of missing data, more time is required to reconstruct
the 3D tree models.

6.3. Limitations of the presented method
The limitations of our method lie in the following aspects:
(i) Our method algorithmically repairs the branches in regions of missing data only
by using structural information on the visible parts of those branches. Thus, the
skeletons in areas where the branches and twigs are completely occluded
cannot be extracted. It also cannot obtain the branch skeletons of trees with
thick leaves. Moreover, for the tree point cloud with large missing data, our
method may miss certain ﬁne structures and produce erroneous outputs. For
instance, some branches and twigs fail to be generated (compare Figure 10(b,f)).
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Figure 13. Multi-tree modeling. (a) Hypsometric tints of point cloud in the scene. (b) The scene
photo. (c) The reconstructed 3D tree models.

(ii) For a large point cloud, the tree skeleton extraction is time sensitive. Solutions to
speed up the modeling process are needed.
(iii) Our method enhances the modeling accuracy of branches and twigs compared
with the methods of Livny et al. (2010), Huang et al. (2013), and Wang et al.
(2014). However, for the trees containing very close branches, our method is still
diﬃcult to separate the points of one branch from other branches only by using
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Figure 14. Comparison of the normalized diﬀerences between Ref-T and Des-T. (a) For the tree in
Figure 9, the normalized diﬀerences generated by our method and that of Wang et al. (2014),
respectively. (b) For the tree in Figure 10, the normalized diﬀerences generated by our method and
that of Wang et al. (2014), respectively. (c) For the tree in Figure 9, the normalized diﬀerences
generated by our method and that of Livny et al. (2010), respectively. (d) For the tree in Figure 10,
the normalized diﬀerences generated by our method and that of Livny et al. (2010), respectively.

Figure 15. The measured DBH of trees and the calculated DBH of our modeled trees.

spatial information. As a result, it often connects the points by mistake, and thus
produces skeletons with incorrect topologies (highlighted in Figure 12(d)).
(iv) Our method focuses more on the topological structure of the tree model and
less on the geometrical properties such as volumes, lengths, and diameters of
the branches.
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Figure 16. The quantitative evaluation of the topological error of the reconstructed trees. (a) The
tree model reconstructed from Ref-T. (b) The tree model reconstructed from Des-T. (c) Edger and
Edges.
Table 1. Normalized diﬀerences between the three generations using three methods.
Methods
Our method
The method of Livny et al. (2010)
The method of Wang et al. (2014)

Average
Std.
Average
Std.
Average
Std.

Figure 9

Figure 10

0.0234
0.0268
0.0255
0.0540
−0.0249
0.1311

0.0276
0.0478
0.0300
0.0626
−0.0233
0.1160

Table 2. The topological errors generated using the three methods.
Our method
The method of Wang et al. (2014)
The method of Livny et al. (2010)

Figure 9

Figure 10

6.88%
25.21%
35.96%

3.21%
26.87%
33.01%

Table 3. Computation eﬃciency for 3D tree reconstruction.
Figures showing the data
Figure 7
Figure 8(a)
Figure 8(d)
Figure 9
Figure 10
Figure 11

The number of point cloud
11,855
10,642
13,130
6990
10,503
111,833

Computation cost(min)
3.6
3.2
3.9
1.3
3.1
53.9

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an approach for modeling trees from incomplete point
clouds. The iterative optimization process integrating with the dominant direction of
each point and local point density is developed to repair the regions of missing data.
The L1-MST extracts tree skeletons from the optimized point cloud automatically without
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prior assumptions on the shape geometry or topology. Qualitative evaluations illustrate
that the modeled tree skeletons using our method can produce credible visual results,
and quantitative evaluations show that our modeled trees keep the topological relationships among branches correctly and have a high reconstruction accuracy. At the same
time, our method is very robust to missing data and noise.
In future work, we will improve the optimization techniques that speed up the
convergence, and integrate shape geometry and topology into the optimization process
to further promote large-scale tree modeling performance. Similar with Zhang et al.
(2014), we try to obtain tree growth rules from the recovered tree models, and recognize
the speciﬁc types of trees from visible branching patterns. Thus, we can simulate tree
growth accurately or incorporate aspects of the trees genotype into our models to allow
them to react to the environments.
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